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THE HALAKHA IN JOSEPHUS AND IN 
TANNAITIC LITERATURE 

A Comparative Study * 

By DAVID GOLDENBERG, Dropsie University 

THERE HAVE BEEN many different studies of the halakha in 

Josephus, all of which however, have one thing in common- 

they deal with specific laws. A corpus of the halakha in 

Josephus as compared to contemporaneous Rabbinical 
literature has yet to be written. An example of such a work 
-a block of four halakhot-follows. Besides the comparison 
of the individual laws between the two sources, a corpus of 
halakha may reveal some patterns of its own; perhaps some- 

thing about Josephus' own legal sources. Furthermore, by 
a comparison with the Tannaitic literature, new insights can 
be gained in Josephus' works. But the most important 
purpose, and major goal, of such a work is an inquiry into 
the evolution of halakha. 

Regarding the law of returning a lost object, Josephus 
states, "If anyone find gold or silver on the road ... Similarly 
in the case of beasts which one meets straying in a desert 

place ... ".1 Gold and silver as lost objects are not mentioned 
in the Bible nor in rabbinical literature contemporaneous 
with Josephus. This seems to be a paraphrase of the Scriptures 
reflecting the changed economic situation. Josephus does 
the same thing regarding the law of double payment for 
theft. The Biblical animals there become gold and silver.2 

The Bible makes no mention of where these objects are 

* This paper was supported in part by a grant from the Memorial 
Foundation for Jewish Culture. 

1 Ant. IV, 8:29 (274) 'E&v 8 'rTs q Zpuciov opy6pLov cspn OcO' 
686v . . 6oio; xoa rcep spaL oXGGrTCV olS; v v'T6x. 'cT ; xotn ' p- a,tv 
7rXavo&ivoL;. Translations of Josephus are from the Loeb ed. 

2 Ibid. 27 (27z). 
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HALAKHA IN JOSEPHUS-GOLDENBERG 

found such that they are considered lost; it says only that 

they are "going astray." 3 Apparently, Josephus felt that a 
literal translation would not be clear to hlis readers. He there- 
fore puts the beasts in the desert and the money on the road; 
i.e., such objects found in such places (wandering around in 
the case of animals) are clearly lost. 

In Tannaitic literature we find also the assignation of place. 
"An ass or a cow grazing on the road is not considered a lost 

object ... a cow running through vineyards is a lost object."4 
"A spade or a garment on the road and a cow grazing among 
seeds-these are lost objects." 5 "The word 'straying' always 
means outside the boundary." 6 "An ass going through vine- 

yards, utensils lying in the middle of the road.'" I Josephus 
and the Tannaim both add the element of place missing 
(although inherent) in the Bible. Furthermore, the type of 

place corresponds. In both Josephus and rabbinic literature, 
if the inanimate object is found on the road, it is considered 

lost, which is not the case for animals. This point is partic- 
ularly worth noting, for it is in direct opposition to the LXX 
which reads, "wandering on the road." 8 

Josephus continues, "... after diligent search for the loser 
and public proclamation of the place where he found it, let 
him duly restore it." This "public proclamation," un- 

Deut. 22:1 .1TV 7 N IN 1 
- fl x -[1i VU I -11f 

Ex. 23:4 ... 1 7111 I Ilttl II IN 11"IN ltV 171011 :) 
4 Mishnah B.M. 2:g (= Siphre Deut. 222, ed. Finkelstein pp. 255-256) 

11-7:1M 1 1-11 trvini3 l J-1: 
rTosefta B.M.. 2:19 ( B.T., B.M. 3ob-3ia) Xvi'ri M1 WTI'? R=i 

.111671K 1.111 t3l,11111 111 min'1 ii-in X-Itno-N1 rl',3W (arPu'rLM)c 
M Mekhilta de R. I. Kaspa 20, ed. Hor.-Rab. p. 324 T= '1 27111 I" 

Mjnn~ YIM X~ ~'pM (cf. B.T. B.M. 32La). 
Mekhilta de RaSHBI on Ex. 23:4, ed. Epstein-Melamed p. 215. 

17SWX:1 1311niin tV~f9) tTiVit3) m 7 = 13UM '1172n ... InsY n 1-1ttVr n WI 

8 Deut. 22: I Mj) 1MV 'v V.z6aov co5 & 
?&cpo5 aou -q rTcp6pfovov oc&'oi5 

7OXVC'OLE:VO L'V T) 'Ga... 

Ibid. 29 (274) 'MiVr·caocq rT6v &Tco Aox6'·oc xod xai p6cq -r6v T6lTov 

eV c e6pev &itoa6&r. 
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THE JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW 

recorded in Scripture, has its rabbinic parallel as already 
pointed out by others.10 "There was a stone of (Loser's) claim 
in Jerusalem. Whoever lost something would go there and 
whoever found something would go there. The one would 
make proclamation and the other would identify the object 
and then take it." 11 

The Palestinian Talmud records the same without the last 
sentence; i.e., there is no mention of proclamation.12 One 
would be tempted to say that this sentence was interpolated 
into the version of the Babylonian Talmud. Were this true 
it would have been done because of (a) the many times 
proclamation is mentioned in the Mishnah as the method of 
returning13 and (b) the Mishnah's statement: "If he (the 
loser) named the object but didn't identify it, he (the finder) 
should not give it to him." 14 

However, there does exist a clear rabbinic parallel to 
Josephus: "Originally they used to make proclamation ... 
however, after the destruction of the Temple ..." 15 There 
is another Tannaitic parallel; however, its date cannot be 
ascertained. "Until proclamation is made concerning it." 16 

The interesting point in this latter quote from the Mekhilta 

10 See Weill's note to his translation of Ant. ibid. (ed. by Th. Reinach) 
and K. Kohler, "The Halakik Portions in Josephus' Antiquities" in 
Studies, Addresses and Personal Papers, p. 8I. 

11 B.T. B.M. 28b 
'n 7)1 Wb nV &l3 71r1nX 1l MnrW trin 5n trWlttn nnin 7pwt pix -"n 

,nn111 7"3o 7mt nnt r -mD t ntv7 m Qb £ n-,vai xnWv 
The other source mentioned by Weill is B.T. Ta'anit Iga which 
mentions the Stone but nothing about proclaiming lost objects. 

12 P.T. Tacanit 3, 9; 66d (end). 
7n ; rh nin l7"n hn 7 8mi mm s ]i 772 wr j n1piro ;1 

lwnb (n , ==_) =lnb mn b -,* nr: m l 7 n 
On the corrected reading Jastrow (s.v. ;'1') recommends T~1?7_. 

13 B.M. 2: 1-6. 
14 B.M. 2:7 .I7 Xn "n"t nM ' 'iO fXM 1X n tt nN 
15 Tos. B.M. 2:17 (Quoted with variants in B.T. B.M. 28b and P.T. 

B.M. 8c) n:ext note.= 1. rw 
.116 trtv ,7v 7"r"nn m1,W Il-mm WSe 7exnt 

16 See next note. 
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is the way it parallels Josephus: "... after diligent search 
for the loser and public proclamation." Not only is the proc- 
lamation missing in Scripture, so too is the search. The 
Mekhilta in explaining "until your brother's inquiry" reverses 
the subject and object and says: "Until you search for your 
brother or, another explanation, until proclamation is made 
concerning it." 17 

Regarding Josephus' statement that the proclamation con- 
sisted of naming the place where the object was found, there 
is no Tannaitic parallel. The only reference to such proclama- 
tion is Amoraic, and the meaning of that reference is debated 
by the commentators.18 We know from rabbinic sources that 
it was the Palestinian custom to make proclamation of a lost 
object. We can therefore assume that the rest of Josephus' 
statement-the content of this proclamation-was also a 
custom in Palestine. 

"But if your brother is not nearby to you or you don't 
know him then bring it (the lost object) into your house and 
let it be with you until your brother searches (or inquires) 
for it." 19 Josephus' paraphrase is: "but if the owner be not 
found forthwith, let him keep them at his home, calling God to 
witness that he has not appropriated the goods of another." 20 

This translation of Josephus is ambiguous due to (a) the 
double meaning of the English word "keep," (b) the fact 
that Josephus did not record "until your brother searches 

17 Mekhilta de R.I. ibid. 
TwV w -- "nK wi-1n 7l bt- n tn n 1 w nttw n-71n- wnmr -s 

.rInD 1v"S3 
Targum Ps.-Jonathan ends Deut. 22:3 with l'Tnj'fln ; # r"nK 
No other Aramaic Targum, including Ms. Neofiti on Dent., mentions 
proclamation. 

18 B.T. B.M. 22b "n;1 ?n 11 7?^ bt nnbt ;nn Vm nI·tn' 
p"'o 

See Rashi ibid. s.v. .:11? Tm'}= and Tosafot s. v. t'"7 "R 
19 Deut. 22:2 n11 7b 1n130KI InI7TV T 1 b6l7 1 Tlir =l1ln P b7 DK1 

...lnx * IHK 
tul·rLOU 7r 0 pyiZP ['rrIn' 

20 Ant. ibid. pm eupe0evToqx [8c] To5 xuplou rcapoapX OCa rap' aOCTo 

9cpuXTTsT-prco papTupa,Evo g T6 Qv Oe6v T ,oo9'cpoQa ;OkL O6XoptLa. 
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for it," and (c) the fact that Josephus adds "calling God to 
witness ..." These facts give the unmistakable impression 
that "if the owner be not found forthwith," the finder may 
keep the object for himself although God knows he has not 

"appropriated" it for, after all, he did search for the owner. 
This is an impression Josephus did not mean to convey. He 
uses the verb cpuXrCe'o, let him watch over (them), which 

clearly means he may not keep them. 
The word of interest here in Josephus is ocpaXppLac, trans- 

lated "forthwith." This adverb, not found in the Biblical 
version, might have been part of Josephus' paraphrase of 
Ipnr inp axL lX1, if your brother is not nearby you; i.e., so 
that the owner cannot be immediately found.21 If this is so, 
however, then Josephus is clearly contradicting the Tannaitic 
sources. The Tosefta reads: "Originally they would make 

proclamation during the three festivals and after the last 
festival for another 7 days. After the destruction of the 

Temple they decreed that proclamation be made for 30 days. 
From the time of danger and thenceforth they decreed that 
it is enough for him to make his find known to his neighbors, 
relatives, acquaintances and fellow town dwellers." 22 A time 

span of three festivals plus an additional seven days does not 
translate into 7cpocxXpVoc. Neither does 30 days, nor the 
variant reading, 3 days. Aside from the fact that M3D0, time 
of danger, probably refers to the Hadrianic persecutions- 
events postdating Josephus-Josephus' rocpocapXjoc could not 
refer to this last decree for another reason. This decree says 
nothing of the length of time of the proclamation. The 30 days 
(or 3) was probably continued. What was changed was the 

21 Such is the meaning connoted in Thackeray's translation and also 
in Weill's: si le maltre n'en est pas trouv6 sur-le-champ, on devra les 
garder chez-soi... 

22 Tos. B.. 2:17 ir5. nKI trn nIsV 1"rV r 1 W 

VVW V 31-T V S11"bM 
- 1757 1 ?73W 1 V85 = =TIW M tlr3nM- 7+"RN "z:" V l mn 

See above n. I5. 
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place of the proclamation; it was no longer public.23 This has 
nothing to do with the time element capaXpaoc. 

Is, then, Josephus' paraphrase representative of an "anti- 
traditional law"? I think not. The word ocpacpaXa has 
another related meaning: "the present." 24 Understood this 
way Josephus would read: "but if the owner be not found, 
let him for the time being watch over them." In other words, 
for the moment (the present time) until the owner will come in- 
quiring after them at which time the finder returns the objects.25 

In the next halakha-assisting a fallen animal-there are 
differences between Josephus' account and that found in the 
Bible. Firstly, however, in conformity with Deut. 22:4, 
Josephus' halakha is to help a fallen beast arise again. Neither 
account mentions the burden upon the animal's back.26 This 
23 This is true no matter which of the variants we accept for the decree 
after the Temple's destruction. See Alon, ~""R:I ln';1" nlt'r1n 
n1l~n fl nVwn nMnIPn: Vol. II, p. 44. 

24 Liddell & Scott, Lexicon, s.v. crapacxp[Ji. 
25 It is, of course, possible to translate rcaXpZ¢ac as "immediately" 

and yet attach it to the following clause. The meaning would then be: 
"After making search and proclamation (for whatever extended period 
was the custom) then the finder immediately takes the object home for 
watching." This, however, while grammatically possible, is context- 
ually superfluous. 

See the translation of M. Hadas to IV Maccabees 2, 14 (ed. Dropsie 
University) where ,ro 8e rGv eOpoSv roZs rcoXeoaoal caaqcowv is 
rendered as referring to lost objects. Note that both IV Macc. and 
Josephus use the same participle designating the "loser": 7iroXoXex6Ta- 
7rToXoaoaL I believe that the use of the compound 8a5(4(ov as opposed 

to simple a4cvo in IV Macc. has a temporal quality so that the proper 
translation of the clause would be, "one must preserve the things of 
enemies for those who lost them." That the use of the compound was 
deliberate is clearly seen in 4, 12 and 14 (ac0Qet-86o0acoQel) although 
the quality there is one of completion and not time. 

26 Deut. 22:4. Thou shalt not see thy brother's ass or his ox fallen 
down by the way, and withdraw thyself from them: thou shalt surely 
help to lift them up again. t:Pi3 T 1K R IN "ln n- R M*rn R 

.5 n,pn Wpn Mn;r nM a nm Jn1p 
Jos. Ant. IV, 8, 30 (275). It is not permissible to pass by unheeding 

when a man's beasts of burden, buffeted by tempest have fallen in 
the mire; one must help to rescue them and lend aid as though one 
labored for oneself. MN eZivca e rcrapt6ivac xwrqv&ov TrVL xaxoTcaOouv'rov 
67r' XZ£pitvoq 7rx7Trcoxo6TOv SV r GXS, uvsaCca6ezlv s xocl 'Tv T6vov olxezov 
qy'di* £0evov (3ojOQeOv. 
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is important insofar as in rabbinical literature Ex. 23:5 27 

and Deut. 22:4 came to refer to unloading and loading an 
animal respectively.28 As I have shown eleswhere 29 Josephus 
has recorded the halakha as it was at his time; the new inter- 
pretation of Deut. 22:4 was accomplished shortly after 
Josephus completed Antiquities.30 

Josephus' phrase "buffeted by tempest have fallen in the 
mire," an addition to the Biblical account, is not paralleled 
in rabbinic literature. The flourish is Josephus' own, which 
he could have added only if he understood Deut. 22:4 to 
refer to the animal and not its load. By these words Josephus 
distinguishes this verse from Ex. 23:5 where the burden is 
the cause of discomfort. 

Josephus ends this halakha with another addition to the 
Biblical statement: "as though one labored for oneself." The 
Tannaitic literature has it that under certain conditions one 
need not help the man and his beast, nor must one return a 
lost object.31 The Mishna repeats one of these conditions; i.e., 

27 If thou see the ass of him that hateth thee lying under his burden, 
and wouldest forbear to unload him, (thou must not do so, but) thou 
shalt surely unload with him. 1ttW nnlrian r:1i 'rlw 'lrn RKn ~" 

.wHy a7n ar^ i1' afrl nfTnm 
So slso IV Macc. 2, 14 ta nTrTtcox6oa Guvsyepcov. See note 25. 

Cf. LXX Ex. 23, 5; TTStCoxS ... auvsyspe'q. 
28 Mekhilta de R.I., Kaspa 20, ed. Hor.-Rab. p. 326: a1Tg1n I1TS 

.n1t11 1 I= 'aj7n Qpsi ,np.n1& IT I= 
See ibid. for parallel sources. 
29 "lnnK nrl ninnnn y'- forthcoming in Bizaron. 
30 Josephus completed Antiquities in 93-94 C.E. The interpretation 

of Deut. 22:4 was accomplished by Judah ben Bathyra with R. Josiah 
differing (Mekhilta, ibid.). The conflict, therefore, occurred within 
the first half of the second century. 

31 Siphre Deut. 222 (p. 256) iQ17= it3r = nW Pln= -W:M n WrAMni 
¢D Pt IN w nnprl=7 n1P; = Iaf,1 1m ] "M Tln: -Tr ng ,nnn 1-"t 

trnwn5> m nn3ann m 1 :D 31VE nnnn bWIt rinvn *V r;ilm1w nn rn=s 
.t*Wnn nnx 74tW mt7ssnY t*wynD nnKWt 

So also ibid. 225. Cf. also Mekhilta de R.I., p. 325. 
... 2 :T1 lnrt a.7. 'uIn 1nn1i ' r1 VD-* 1aTS? n'trn1 

Mekhilta de RaSHBI, p. 2I5 1'7 '*n31K UnK 1 :r- 1? ait l n l-r 
;1nW owsE nwD nl bn .. nlnpn nr nl tn p rivK hit rn nK 

.4Tln nnK "tw Qn^Swn irtln 
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if it is beneath the dignity of the finder to bother with the 

object.32 This condition is generalized in the Tosefta, "This 
is the principle: If he would bother were the object his, he 
must trouble himself now that it is not." 33 The law is, thus, 
equal whether the object found is lost or a burdened animal; 
the Mishna refers to the former case, the Tosefta to the latter. 
This general principle applied to both cases is repeated by the 
Amora Raba: "If he would retrieve the lost object were it his, 
he must return it; if he would unload and load the animal 
were it his, he must unload and load." 34 

To return to Josephus, it is possible that he did mean, as 

Thackeray translates, "one must help to rescue them and 
lend aid as though one labored for oneself." 35 However, the 
Greek o'v Tvv oxsZov Y'yoaU[svov is a participial clause 
and accordingly may allow various adverbial meanings which 
need not agree with Thackeray's interpretation. One such 

meaning could be causal, "since he believed he would have 
labored for himself," a meaning which exactly parallels the 
rabbinic sources. 

The next halakha in Josephus reads: "One must point 
out the road to those who are ignorant of it, and not, for the 

pleasure of laughing oneself, impede another's business by 
misleading him." 36 Before we discuss this halakha per se, 
the question of juxtaposition must be asked. Why did 

Josephus list this halakha after the halakha of assistance to 
beasts ? If the source of this halakha is as Thackeray presumes, 
why did Josephus, after listing Deut. 22 :-3 (Ex. 23:4, lost 

32 B.M. 2, 8 (referring to a lost object) 11-'T :1 DlIp 1K pW IN3 
. t1D R t" m In-1-7 13 nW 

33 B.M. 2, 24 13bRw 5:1 1* pp71 7t nn1" W * IM inWnN rn 3n M nt 
.*1 pipnlrtt *3 tr linn nVr 

34 B.T. B.M. 3ob 7:'I 'In4 TT I:n b 1w3 tnI 'I*b:lw ) 1: m 'it 

35 Following Weill: comme si on travaillait pour soi. 
36 Ant. IV, 8, 31 (276, p. 609). Mqv6Lv 8 xzocl TS& 6oSo6q Tcoq &¥YvoouCL, 

xcal ymenXTca OyYpC0T svouTe4 duToTi OO LV 7nXiovn Iv T pou XpsE iO. 
Also mentioned in Apion II, 29 (21I, p. 378). 
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object) and Deut. 22 :4 (Ex. 23:5, assistance to beasts) jump 
to Deut. 27: 8 (Lev. I9:4)? 37 Thackeray believes this 
halakha to be Josephus' own generalization of the biblical 
prohibition of causing the blind to wander on the road and 
of putting a stumbling block before the blind. Thus did 
Josephus refute the accusation recorded by Juvenal that the 
Jews did not show the road to noncoreligionists.38 

Firstly, exactly what Juvenal says is open to question. 
Some scholars feel that the satirist referred to a Jewish custom 
of not showing "the commonest offices of humanity ... to 

any but co-religionists", 39 of neither giving directions nor a 
drink to a non-Jew. However, in context the via of Juvenal 
leads to the fountain, ad fonteem.40 And this fountain could 
just as well refer metaphorically to the source of the Judaic 
faith: the Torah.41 On the other hand, even were Juvenal 
referring to a drink of water, it is possible that his statement 
reflects an isolated incident which once occurred and that 
"quand le mal est l'exception, il parait la regle. Cette illusion, 
dont la plupart des moralistes sont victimes, a souvent 
trompe Juvenal ... il part d'une anecdote reelle, d'un fait 

pr6cis et particulier, et les generalise." 42 

Secondly, whether or not Josephus meant to refute the 
above claim, it is unlikely that the Tannaim did. For they, 
too, state that one must show the road to one who has lost 
his way.43 Furthermore, the biblical source of this law is not 

37 Deut. 27:18. Cursed be he that causeth the blind to wander out 
of the way ... ,,, -+ '1' '5 ;t~ '' lX 

Lev. I9: I4. Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling block 
before the blind. .... ... lnn tl7 Tl l3 tmtnn 1p¢n xs 

38 Note ibid. following Weill. 
39 J. D. Duff, ed. Satires, note ad loc. 
40 Juvenal, Satires, XIV, 103-4: non monstrare vias eadem nisi 

sacra colenti/quaesitum ad fontem solos deducere verpos. 
41 For Juvenal's use of fons as 'source,' see Satire VI, 286. 
42 G. Boissier, La Religion Romaine etc., 5th ed., II, I55. 
43 Siphre Deut. 223 (p. 254) 1* 1"r Z nR nu s7 nR 12R-'? ' In-1l? 1'; 

B.T. San. 73a A 1n1 ai,~ ibnV 1ei; v 1m i nt. 
(Although the Amoraim, ibid., believed the term 1511l n'R to 

38 
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HALAKHA IN JOSEPHUS-GOLDENBERG 3 

'the blind man' (Deut. 27: i8, Lev. I9: 4) but 'the lost 
obj ect.' I O4ne must return a lost object to its owner whether 
that object is a possession of the owner or the owner himself. 
J osephus, therefore, did not produce here his own exegesis 
(and did not thereby intend to refute the claim recorded 
by Juvenal) but followed an already established halakha. 
Moreover, the source of this halakha in the Tannaitic literature 
makes it quite clear why Josephus put it after 'the lost object'; 
that is precisely where it appears ini the Tannaitic literature.45 

refer to one who is in danger of losing his life, it is clear from B.T. 
B.K. 8ib, cited below, that the reference is to one who is lost. Cf. 
Finkelstein's note, Siphre, P. 257); B.T. B.K. 8ib 11:11 MMIX')¶ ¶'111 

Cf. also P. T. Yeb. i5c Yq:=79 ll=79 1 flflK nwtltv T?qnx 7[I "all 
See also following note and B.T. B.K. 8ob-8ia l'NI ',11 '1, 

Cf. also P. T. Ket. 36b f1~11=11 '13??)1 6l1VI 6,16V¶'1 VVf'l W 

44 Kohler, ibid., states that the Talmud derives the laws of showing 
strangers the road and not misleading others from Lev, T9: I4' "Thou 
shalt not . . . put a stumbling block before the blind. " His source 
escapes me. See further note 47. 

45 So also in Tosefta B. M. 2, 29, after discussing a lost object and assist- 
ance to beasts (the two topics are treated together in rabbinic literature): 

Incidentally, it appears that the text here is corrupt. It is clear that 
the phrase 17S '17 "?V T,13 ID IT.n-- w l=lw connects 
the preceding statement (-tMOV ri=n) with the succeeding one I) 
(-IMOVz 1?ZSV. In like manner should the first, . . ~.'117V 3) connect 
what comes before it with what follows it. David Pardo, Hasdei David, 
ad. loc., attempts a remedy by reading YVn XI1 T 1 2~?T v n1t z= 
I?Zs 11WZ11 ~V 71121t J: This reading would indeed connect the 
preceding statement (i11=01 ,l~~ but not the succeeding one 
(tILO7 11:ri). However, it is clear from . ..Y= '7 . 117V1= 
that a parallelism is intended and that, therefore, fl112)= MVD should 
connect as well with what follows. To meet these requirements, the 
following reading is suggested: 712?= t3t= # ... `10 TWW! Z T1= 
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THE JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW 

How is Lev. 19:14 treated in Rabbinic literature? From 
an examination of the sources, it becomes evident that 
originally the verse was interpreted to mean responding 
truthfully to a question of fact or responding righteously to 
a request for advice. The one asking the question or requesting 
the advice is considered to be unenlightened, blind to the 
answer.46 Beginning in the Tannaitic period and continuing 
throughout the Amoraic period, the verse is interpreted to 
mean providing the opportunity for one to sin.47 

The above cited Siphra does not give the example of mis- 
leading a lost wayfarer because the verse in Lev. refers to 
'stumbling blocks.' It is Deut. 27:I8 that refers to 'mis- 
leading.' But the Siphra, as we have seen, does interpret 
'blind' - blind to the facts. This interpretation was in- 
corporated into the Palestinian Targum to Lev.: "Before a 
stranger who is compared to a blind man do not put a stum- 
bling block." 48 Although not in Talmudic literature, the 
same interpretation of blind man was given in the Palestinian 

46 Siphra, Kedoshim, parshah 2 (ed. Weiss p. 88b) .'1f1'l= Knl S1)1 
1fll-'ton 1* -I nXn be rllrln+ X"n nt 4115D wK n= 15 nntt e: 

n,=r,n ww tS r qu inn r i nf r n" nn3 rn N5s1 * x n^X 
+":Q: Pnrm,< N2 ,a'w^5 Imln&jnwp" nMrDwm as ·15 min +R ,15 
.11=r n5tov lipw nxi mnan 1x npel Iw -n nx 1tn *7 WQ n X ,aInDtrt 

47 B.T. Pes. 22b (= A.Z. 6a-b, giving wine to a Nazirite or 'torn 
flesh' to a non-Jew-R. Nathan); M.K. 5a (to mark gravesites so that 
a priest does not inadvertantly become impure-Abaye); Ibid., I7a 
(honoring one's father-Tannaitic); Kid. 32a (honoring one's father- 
R. Huna); Ned. 62b (idolatry-Rabina); B.M. 5b (stealing-Amoraic); 
Ibid., 75b (interest-Mishnah 5, ii); Ibid., (default on a loan-R. 
Judah in Rav's name); Ibid., gob (castration-R. Papa); A.Z. I4a 
(idolatry-Abaye); Ibid., 22a (Sabbath observance-Amoraic); IHul. 
7b (selling dangerous animals-Pinh.as ben Yair); Nid. 57a (becoming 
impure-Amoraic); Cf. also Hul. 3a with Rashi (ritual slaughter) and 
Hag. 25b with Rashi (selling demai); See also Siphra above note (un- 
lawful marriage). The only case of those mentioned that might be 
equivocal is Hul. 7b, an aggadic passage. Nevertheless, it certainly 
doesn't belong to the category of responding to a question. To Hul. 
7b cf. Ant. IV, 8, 34. 

48 Ms. Paris (Fragmententhargum, ed. Ginzburger) X1ln pIgn Xr 
.1 Sii ly in th O margin (tovo=) M Neofiti on Lev, t9: - 

Similarly in the margins to Ms. Neofiti on Lev, 19:14. 
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HALAKHA IN JOSEPHUS-GOLDENBERG 

Targum to Deut. 27: 8, "Cursed be the man who misleads 
a stranger on the road for he is compared to a blind man." 49 

It is this interpretation of Deut. that Josephus used when he 
spoke of misleading one who is ignorant of the road. 

Josephus adds to this law, "for the purpose of laughing 
oneself" (yXco)toc 0ypCo)vouS). An original flourish? The above 
cited Siphra ends, "perhaps you will say: 'I gave him good 
advice.' God knows what was in your heart." 50 The meaning 
of this is that if one meant to give good advice but it turned 
out to be bad, he is not held accountable. It all depends on 
the intent. If the intention was solely "for the pleasure of 
laughing oneself," he is held accountable. 

In summary, we find in this halakha of Josephus rabbinic 
parallels. The first part of the halakha, directing a lost way- 
farer, is found in Tannaitic sources based on the halakha (and 
occurring with it) of a lost object. The second part, deliberately 
misleading a lost wayfarer, is exactly paralleled in the 
Palestinian Targum. However, we saw the background upon 
which this Targum is based: the interpretation of "blind" 
in the Siphra. The connection in word and thought between 
Lev. I9:14 and Deut. 27 :18 is perfectly clear. The idea of 
intention found in Siphra on Lev. is applied by Josephus 
to Deut. 

I am not saying that Josephus made this application him- 
self; nor that he incorporated into one halakha two separate 
rabbinic sources (directing one lost and deliberately giving a 
misleading answer to one who requested advice). I am saying 
that the two halakhoth are closely related (eventually the 
Targum on Deut. combined them) and that viewed thus, the 
Tannaitic parallels to Josephus are obvious. Whether Josephus 

49 tl;}7 "7 r Kmr1; Z- v nnr = tr3 on T fl7t o t3nr r . (Cod. Vat. 
ed. Ginzburger: t1T'7). Similarly in the margin of Ms. Neofiti to 
Deut. 27: 8. Cf. also Targum Ms. to Psalms 146:8, r]¥vnYT rPIOR 
Tlr'=7 (quoted by J. Levy, Chaldiisches Worterbuch iiber die Targumim 
etc. s.v. ~30lx). 

50 Ibid, 1nr'l w ' .11o nr r^:n n *b 1n! 3 ;"I rmlE ;137 ,aitn nvW 
'n "!e 7"p-i^7 
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THE JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW 

himself did the alterations and incorporation or whether he 
copied from a source no longer extant remains to be seen. 

The remainder of the verse just discussed deals with the 
halakha which follows in Josephus, "Similarly, let none revile 
the sightless or the dumb." 51 As Thackeray has pointed out, 
the text here is doubtful. Most Mss. have &cr;6voc, "the absent 
one," while the reading preferred by Thackeray is Co07roV, 
which he translates "the sightless." However, this latter word 
"in its one occurrence elsewhere means 'unseen' (not 'un- 
seeing')." 52 

The Bible here speaks of reviling only the deaf; 53 the 
blind is not mentioned in connection with cursing or blas- 
phemy.54 The parallelism in the Bible is clear. One is not to 

put a stumbling block before a blind man which he cannot see, 
and one is not to revile a deaf man with a curse which he 
cannot hear. Josephus, however, expands the meaning of 
'deaf' to one who does not hear the curse whether he be deaf 
or not; i.e., one absent, &c7rc6ra.55 Josephus would then read: 
"Led none revile the absent person or the deaf person (even 
if he be present)." This expansion of the meaning of 'deaf' 
in the Bible is found also in a Midrash compiled during the 
Middle Ages but based on early sources, not all of which are 
extant: "(Deaf) includes even one (i.e., who is able to hear 

but) who does not hear you." 56 
51 Josephus, Ant. IV, 276 'OVolsoq x, pi XacpLz,To Tl6v 4onTrov 

xaO TOV £&vz6v. Lev. 19:14 1INI1 Th1W l nn ] " s nTO n Tnn 'pjr + 
. 'I "R 1";75 

52 Thackeray note ad loc. 
53 And not dumb, speechless. So in BDB, Lexicon. 
54 Targum Neofiti margin would seem to support Thackeray's 

rendering: Y 7?ZT1D 7 ;l, OtS Dwp? SltvW xl7 J= mwin 71f11n llV 
1n?j7 (lltn X? rt1tnO?. However, the 1*j seems to be an error for 

;npn. Cf. another marginal reading in the same Ms. on the same 
verse: 7p1n Iwun '? K0t' f'n'77 ;r3ODrT vt'pl. Cf. also Targum 
Ps.-Jon., ad loc. jpfln l w X TI K , D .7p1. 

55 With this meaning we can also accept the reading in the inferior 
MSS: Dor-Tov, which we would then translate precisely as it is trans- 
lated "in its one occurrance elsewhere"-unseen. 

56 Midrash Lekah Tob on Lev. I9: I4, 13"RW ^' '1 -DSb n;:nt 
r'3E I"ji 'IW.' Cf. also Targum Neofiti margin: n'rIn tlvln a 
V2w Xt7 11Z:1. Targum Ps. -Jon. S?7W 7'T 8 1 l*tn KX'?. 
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HALAKHA IN JOSEPHUS-GOLDENBERG 

In summary, we have examined a block of four halakhoth 
in Josephus. The law of 'lost object' agrees with the Tannaitic 
literature in the following points: assignation of place; type 
of place; proclamation; search for the loser. In addition, 
rnapocaXpa is not contrary to Tannaitic tradition. The law 
of 'assistance to beasts' agrees with the Tannaitic law of 
Josephus' time. Also, the phrase Tov 6ovov o1xV x Yov yadpvov 
is in agreement with the Tannaitic literature. The law of 
'showing the road' is not only paralleled by the Tannaim but 
also follows the law of 'assistance' in their literature as it does 
in Josephus. 'Misleading one ignorant of the road' is directly 
paralleled in the Palestinian Targum, where it is based on an 
interpretation given in Tannaitic literature. Also, the phrase 
ysXO6)scv OpopvouS agrees with the Tannaitic literature. The 
law of 'reviling the deaf' is paralleled in a Midrashic compila- 
tion of the Middle Ages which is based on earlier compositions. 

Addendum to n. 4I: Cf. J. Lewy, "Tacitus on the Origin and Man- 
ners of the Jews" (Hebr.) in Zion, VIII, 2, (I943), pp. 83-84. Cf. also 
Proverbs 5:15-I8 
* *2 11Yn lpl3IIsI? (LXX: u knspexZta0wo) 115s8 ... IT= tV? nrw 
(xaiELc pL81 aXX0opto5 pLs;CrXs G LO°) In t aZ t 15 1p1? l1 1TiT 

.(] 7y' aOl ToU T0aoTO5 0qas aoTL 8a1) l}1:3 'lipt "N" 
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